The Mercator Research Institute on Global Commons and Climate Change is located on the EUREF-Campus in Berlin Schöneberg, Torgauer Straße 12-15, 10829 Berlin.
Public transport: Train + S-Bahn
Station closest to MCC: Schönberg (serviced by S41, S42, S45, S46, S1)

Arriving at central station (Hauptbahnhof) take the S5 or S7 one station to Friedrichstraße and change to S-Bahn S1 heading to Wannsee. Get off the S-Bahn at destination Schönberg Straße, which is directly across the station gate (2 walking minutes).

Other stations in the vicinity:
- ICE- and S-Bahnhof Südkreuz – 10-minute walk to the MCC (serviced by S2, S25, S41, S42, S45, S46, S47)
- Regional Rail-, S- and U-Bahnhof Friedrichstraße – 12-minute walk to the MCC (serviced by S1, S2, S25, S5, S7, S75, U6, Regional trains 1, 2, 7, 14)

Public transport: Bus
Stations near the MCC:
- S-Bahnhof Schönberg (serviced by M46, 248) – Directions: Zoologischer Garten, Kurfürstendamm, Bahnhof Südkreuz
- Bus station Hauptstraße/Dominicusstraße (serviced by M48, M85, 104, 187) – Directions: Potsdamer Platz, Hauptbahnhof, Hackescher Markt, Alexanderplatz

The websites of the transport association Berlin Brandenburg or the German Railway may also be of help.

Arrival by car
Coming from motorway A100 from the west (e.g., from junction Funkturm, connection to A115 heading south-west or to A111 heading north) take exit Zehlendorf. Coming from motorway A100 but arriving from the east (e.g., from junction Grenzallee connecting to A113 heading south-east) take exit Kreuz Schönberg.

Both exits take you onto federal highway B1. Stay on that route until you reach the street Sachsendamm. Turn left onto street Dominicusstraße and take your second turn on your right, Torgauer Straße (that junction is located underneath a rail track bridge). Once on Torgauer Straße, the EUREF-Campus will be your first turn on your left.

Arrivals by plane
Use the AirportExpress to get from airport Berlin Schönefeld to S-Bahnhof Friedrichstraße (25 minutes) and follow our directions for public transport to get to the MCC (via S1 to Schönberg station). If you arrive at airport Berlin Tegel, you have two options. Either take the X9 bus (to Jungfernhide station and then transfer to S42 and get off at the Schönberg station). Or take the TXL bus (to Beusselstraße station and then transfer to S42 and get off at the Schönberg station). For more details, please check the route planner of the transport association Berlin Brandenburg.